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Abstract Salinification has occurred in the South China Sea from late 2012 to the present, as shown by
satellite Aquarius/Soil Moisture Active Passive data and Argo float data. This salinification follows a 20 year
freshening trend that started in 1993. The salinification signal is strongest near the surface and extends
downward under the seasonal thermocline to a depth of 150 m. The salinification occurs when the phase of
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation switches from negative to positive. Diagnosis of the salinity budget suggests
that an increasing net surface freshwater loss and the horizontal salt advection through the Luzon Strait driven
by the South China Sea throughflow contributed to this ongoing salinification. In particular, a decrease in
precipitation and enhanced Luzon Strait transport dominated the current intense salinification. Of particular
interest is whether this salinification will continue until it reaches the previous maximum recorded in 1992.

Plain Language Summary A significant salinification is taking place in the South China Sea starting
from late 2012 to the present, as seen in satellite and Argo float data. The temperature, in contrast, exhibits no
significant change. The salinification is mainly associated with switches in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
from negative to positive phase from late 2012 to the present. A decrease in precipitation and enhanced
Luzon Strait transport dominated the current intense salinification. After a freshening period that lasted
20 years, we are particularly interested in whether the salinification will continue in the future.

1. Introduction

Ocean salinity is an essential measurable indicator of the water cycle (e.g., Curry et al., 2003; Durack &
Wijffels, 2010; Munk, 2003; Schmitt, 2008; Schmitt & Blair, 2015; Skliris et al., 2014). Over the past five decades,
the tropical Indo-Pacific Ocean has freshened remarkably (Durack et al., 2012) and also exhibitedmultidecadal
variability in salinity. Using surface measurements from 1970 to 2003, Delcroix et al. (2007) documented
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)-like signals in surface salinity in the tropical Pacific and reported first a
freshening before the mid-1970s then salinification from the mid-1970s to mid-1990s, and freshening again
in the mid-1990s. Since 2004, the freshening in the tropical Indian Ocean was continuously recorded by the
international Array for Real-time Geostrophic Oceanography (Argo) project (Du et al., 2015).

The South China Sea (SCS), located between thewestern Pacific Ocean and the IndianOcean, has also become
fresher over the 1960–2014 time period, with a salinity decrease comparable to the change identified by
Durack et al. (2012) in the northwest Pacific. The salinity variations in the SCS are consistent with the changes
in the tropical Pacific documented by Delcroix et al. (2007). In situ observations in the SCS show that it became
fresher in the 1960s, started to salinify again in 1974, and freshened again from 1993 to 2012 (Zeng, Wang,
Xiu, et al., 2016). The low salinity in the SCS in 2012 was the lowest in more than 50 years (Zeng et al., 2014).

Many profiling floats have been deployed in the world ocean since 2000 (Argo, 2000), and they allow us to
continuously monitor ocean temperature and salinity in the upper layer in near real time (Roemmich et al.,
2009). Available Argo floats entered the SCS mainly through the Luzon Strait (approximately 250 km wide
and 2–4 km deep) in 2006, although they provided very limited data until 2008. The launch of the Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity, Aquarius/SAC-D, and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellites opened a
new era for monitoring surface salinity variations (Lagerloef et al., 2012; Nyadjro et al., 2013; Reul et al.,
2014). Both series of measurements indicate that there is an ongoing salinification in the SCS since late
2012 when the lowest salinity was recorded (Zeng et al., 2014), and we examine here the contribution of
atmospheric and oceanic processes to this salinification.
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2. Data

A total of 9,962 Argo profiles from January 2012 to December 2017 in the SCS and adjacent northwestern
Pacific was available to document the recent salinification after quality control procedures. In addition to
Argo floats, we also used the South China Sea Physical Oceanographic Data Set 14 (Zeng, Wang, Chen,
et al., 2016) and sea surface salinity (SSS) from Aquarius version 3.0 (Lagerloef et al., 2010) and SMAP version
3.0 (Fore et al., 2016) monthly gridded Level-3 products. Because of the radio frequency interference on pixels
near the coastline and shelf areas, Aquarius and SMAP salinities in areas shallower than 200 mwere removed.

To examine the relative importance of the atmospheric freshwater forcing and of oceanic salinity advection,
evaporation, precipitation, and ocean current data sets are also analyzed. The evaporation data are taken
from the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (Yu & Weller, 2007). The precipitation product is from the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (Huffman et al., 2007). In addition to near-surface currents (averaged over
the top 30 m) estimated by Ocean Surface Current Analysis Real-time (OSCAR) (Bonjean & Lagerloef, 2002),
we use horizontal velocities at different depths from the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) reanalysis
system (Chassignet et al., 2009). While the variability of the HYCOM monthly zonal current within the Luzon
Strait (along the 120.5°E) is slightly higher than OSCAR currents (Figure S1a in the supporting information, the
standard deviation between them is 0.07 m/s); the HYCOM results are in excellent agreement with an acous-
tic Doppler current profiler measurements taken from September to December 2015 provided by the South
China Sea Institute of Oceanology (Figure S2). To understand the link to atmospheric forcing, the PDO index
and the Niño3 index are also used.

3. Results
3.1. Salinification Observed in Argo and Aquarius/SMAP Data From 2012 to the Present

We start with the surface salinity anomaly since the 1990s (Figure 1a). The salinity anomaly is defined as the
yearly mean salinity minus the average over the period 1960 to 2016. The SCS started to freshen in 1993
(Zeng, Wang, Xiu, et al., 2016), reaching a salinity minimum in 2012 that has been reported as the lowest
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Figure 1. (a) Time series of yearly surface salinity anomalies (positive salinity anomaly: red bars; negative salinity anomaly: blue bars) in the SCS from updated South
China Sea Physical Oceanographic Data Set 14. The low-frequency curve of surface salinity anomaly (red) and sea level (blue) represents the 7 year filtered values.
The gray shaded area indicates turning point year in 2012. (b) Latitude-time distributions of Argo surface salinity (taken as an average of salinity above 10 m) from
2012 to September 2017. Locations of the Argo floats are shown in the inset of (c). (c) Time series of basin-average monthly mean surface salinity from Aquarius
(green squares) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) (blue squares) and Argo floats (red line, the Argo sea surface salinity (SSS) is taken as an average of salinity
above 10 m) from 2012 to 2017. Calculations are made if more than 10 Argo samples in each month.
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salinity on record in more than 50 years (Zeng et al., 2014). This freshening period lasted for about 20 years,
with a decrease of about 1.0 psu. Accompanying this significant freshening in the SCS, there was an increase
in sea surface height during the 1990s and 2000s, which has been widely discussed (Cheng et al., 2016;
Rong et al., 2007). But the situation after 2012 is very different, with a drop in sea level and an increase in
SSS. Thus, 2012 appears to be a turning point for salinity.

After 2008, an increasing number of Argo floats entered the SCS and therefore provided an opportunity for
monitoring the salinity changes over the water column. Although the sampling is uneven, with more samples
in the north and fewer in the south, it is clear that near-surface waters at all latitudes do become substantially
saltier (Figure 1b). Here the Argo SSS is taken as an average of salinity above 10 m, typically from 5 to 10 m.
Figure 1c summarizes the basin-average (105–121°E, 5–25°N) monthly mean SSS values from Argo floats and
Aquarius/SMAP surface salinity. The Aquarius surface salinity data, after correction for the systematic bias of
0.45 psu (Zeng et al., 2014), agree well with Argo near-surface observations during the satellite life span from
August 2011 to May 2015. The subsequent SMAP salinity data, from April 2015 to November 2017, also agree
well with Argo observations. These data clearly show a strong salinification. The monthly mean Argo SSS
increased from 32.98 psu in September 2012 to 34.30 psu in March 2016 and come down somewhat
following the peak. It is noteworthy that the rate of yearly surface salinity increase (from 33.12 psu in 2012
to 33.99 psu in 2016, or 0.17 psu/yr) is about 8 times higher than the 1974–1993 salinification trend (of
0.02 psu/yr) reported in Zeng, Wang, Xiu, et al. (2016).

The increase in surface salinity inferred from Figure 1b is not homogenous. In order to see the salinity varia-
bility in different regions, four areas are selected: east of the Luzon Strait (121–127°E, 15–25°N), the northern
SCS (110–121°E, 18–23°N), the central SCS (110–121°E, 14–18°N), and the southern SCS (110–121°E, 5–14°N).
The surface salinities averaged in the three regions of the SCS all show an increasing trend, largest in the
northern basin and decreasing southward (Figure 2a). Interestingly, the SCS salinity increases faster than
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Figure 2. (a) Time series of box-averagemonthlymean surface salinity from Argo floats within four regions (east of Luzon Strait (121–127°E, 15–25°N): black; northern
South China Sea (SCS) (110–121°E, 18–23°N): red; central SCS (110–121°E, 14–18°N): blue; southern SCS (110–121°E, 5–14°N): green; SCS (105–121°E, 5–25°N): gray)
from 2012 to September 2017. Calculations are made if more than 10 samples in each month for each region. Locations of the Argo floats and four selected
areas used for spatial averages are shown in the inset. (b) Histograms of basin-average (105–121°E, 5–25°N) yearly mean surface salinity in each month from Argo
floats. SSS = sea surface salinity.
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what has been observed in the northwest Pacific, east of the Luzon Strait. This implies that the horizontal
advection of salt from outside the SCS might not be the only determinant for the salinification in the SCS
as surmised by Nan et al. (2013), who reported a weakening trend of the Kuroshio intrusion and thought
that it was related to the freshening in the northeastern SCS in the 1990s and 2000s.

To determine as to whether the salinification occurs in any particular month, histograms of monthly box-
average mean salinity are shown for the years 2012 to 2016 in Figure 2b. Significant seasonal variation with
high salinity during spring and winter and low salinity during summer and autumn has been well documen-
ted previously (Zeng et al., 2014). The salinification trend is robust all year round although it is a little weaker
during autumn (Figure S3). Note that the waters became much saltier in the spring of 2016, which we attri-
bute to the evolution of the PDO (see discussion in section 3.2).

Is this salinification signal limited to the near-surface waters? Figure 3a illustrates the vertical distributions of
the yearly mean salinity. The salinification signal since 2012 is strongest near the surface and decreases
downward. Within the mixed layer (about 50 m) (Zeng, Wang, Chen, et al., 2016), the rate of increase reduces
relatively slowly, while below the mixed layer, the salinification signal weakens rapidly. The overall increase is
more evident in the time series of monthly mean salinity at different depths (Figure 3b). Also shown are the
standard errors estimated for each month and each depth. The salinification is much greater above 50 m. At
150 m, there is only a slight increase, and at 200 m the salinity is almost constant. That is, to say, the intense
salinification has spread from the surface to 150 m since late 2012. The temperature (Figure 3c), however,
exhibits no significant change. This may be associated with the global warming “hiatus” from the 21st century
(Kosaka & Xie, 2013).

3.2. What Contributes to the Salinification?

We next consider the causes of this salinification. As the largest marginal sea in the northwest Pacific Ocean,
the SCS is influenced by the large-scale climate patterns in the PDO and the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(Deng et al., 2013; D. Wang et al., 2002; C. Wang, Wang, et al., 2006; Yu & Qu, 2013). Although the effect of
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the strong 2015/2016 El Niño event cannot be ignored, the change in Argo SSS during 2015 and 2016 is more
closely correlated with the PDO, which reaches a maximum in spring 2016 when the 2015/2016 El Niño is
decaying. From 2012 to the present, the PDO index has switched from negative to positive phase. The
change of SSS agrees better with the evolution of the PDO than with the Niño3 index. Correlation
coefficients between monthly SSS and the PDO (Niño3) index are 0.73 (0.27). This close relationship
between SSS and PDO variability is further confirmedwhen extending the time series to the 1960s (Figure S4).

Previous studies have suggested that the impacts of PDO induce dry sinking air along with reduced precipita-
tion in the SCS in the positive phase and the opposite situation in the negative phase (Krishnamurthy &
Krishnamurthy, 2014). To examine the impact of different PDO phases in this region, the composite net sur-
face freshwater flux (evaporation minus precipitation, positive values indicate net freshwater loss from the
ocean) and ocean circulation in negative and positive PDO years are shown in Figures 4b and 4c, respectively.
In contrast to themuchwetter conditions during negative PDO phases, the SCS becomes drier during positive
phases. In addition, the horizontal current also switched from eastward to westward through the Luzon Strait,
leading to the advection of more salty water into the SCS in positive PDO phases than in negative phases.

To get a better view of the changes in the air-sea flux and oceanic advection, the differences of net surface
freshwater flux and ocean circulation in the SCS between 2016 and 2012 are shown in Figure 5a. The fresh-
water flux loss was significantly larger in 2016 than in 2012 over most basin, except in the northeastern and
west boundary regions. The linear trends of monthly freshwater flux from 2012 to 2016 are also calculated
(Figure 5b). There is increased net freshwater loss in the SCS that has a similar spatial pattern to the difference
field in Figure 5a. The net freshwater flux in the SCS is dominated by the precipitation. The comparison
between precipitation evaporation is shown in Figure 5c. The latitude-time diagrams of the 109–121°E aver-
aged net freshwater flux clearly show the increasing net freshwater loss from the SCS (Figure S5a).

In addition to the contrast in net freshwater flux, a trend of anomalous westward flow east of the Luzon Strait
and into the basin is also evident from both monthly OSCAR (Figure 5b) and HYCOM reanalysis outputs
(Figure S6). An anomalous westward flow intruded into the SCS, indicative of a stronger Kuroshio intrusion
or Luzon Strait transport in 2015 than in 2012. This anomalous westward transport may lead to more high-
salinity water entering the basin through the Luzon Strait driven by the SCS throughflow (D. Wang,
Liu, et al., 2006; Xiao et al., 2017; Yu & Qu, 2013). The latitude-time diagrams zonal current within the

Figure 4. (a) Time series of the monthly Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index (shading; positive phase: red; negative phase: blue) and Niño3 (black bar) index from
2012 to 2017, and basin-average surface salinity Argo floats (red line) from July 2012 to September 2017. The freshwater flux anomaly (evaporation minus
precipitation, shading, mm/d) and near-surface circulation anomaly (black vectors, m/s) in (b) negative (2012 and 2013) and (c) positive (2014, 2015 and 2016) PDO
years. SSS = sea surface salinity.
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Luzon Strait clearly illustrates the widening and strengthening intrusion into the SCS (Figure S5b). The
monthly time series of Luzon Strait transport does show a rising tendency (Figure 5e).

Figure 6a shows basin-average net freshwater flux anomaly (evaporation anomaly minus precipitation
anomaly) and salt transport anomaly into the basin across the Luzon Strait (defined as TLS·ΔS), where positive
values indicate net salt transported into the SCS and vice versa. Here TLS is the Luzon Strait transport
calculated from HYCOM reanalysis outputs; ΔS is the salinity difference between the regions east of the
Luzon Strait and the SCS based on measurements of Argo floats. The time series of salinity averaged within
these two regions andΔS derived from Argo are shown in Figure 5f). There is an increase in the net freshwater
loss and in the horizontal salt transport into the basin through the Luzon Strait, together providing favorable
conditions for salinification from 2012 to the present. By comparing the variations of Luzon Strait transport,
we can know that the enhanced salt transport is dominated by increased transport but not decreased salinity
difference inside and outside of the basin.

To understand the relative importance of surface freshwater forcing and horizontal salinity advection
through the Luzon Strait on the salinification, a diagnosis of the salinity anomalies they induce in the top
0–150 m is presented in Figure 6b. The contribution of surface freshwater forcing is calculated as Δ(E–P–R)·S0/H,
where Δ(E–P–R) is the freshwater anomaly relative to climatological monthly mean values, S0 is the monthly
mean near-surface salinity averaged above 10 m, and H is 150 m. The influence of river runoff shows that
its contribution is much smaller than net freshwater flux (Figure S7). The horizontal advection term is simpli-
fied to TLS · ΔS/Vscs, where TLS · ΔS is the salt transport through the Luzon Strait above 150 m and Vscs is the
volume of the SCS above 150 m. The result shows that the combined contribution of surface freshwater for-
cing and horizontal advection term can basically explain the salinification except some heavy rain months in

Figure 5. (a) The difference of freshwater flux (evaporation minus precipitation, shading, mm/d) and near-surface circulation (black vectors: westerly currents, m/s)
between 2016 and 2012. (b) Linear trend of freshwater flux (shading, unit: mm/d/yr) and near-surface circulation from 2012 to 2016 (black vectors: unit: m/s/yr).
Monthly time series of (c) evaporation anomaly (red curve, unit: cm/d) and precipitation anomaly (blue curve, unit: cm/d), and (d) net freshwater flux averaged over
the South China Sea (109–121°E, 3–23°N) from 2012 to June 2017. Monthly time series of (e) Luzon Strait transport anomaly (Sv) and (f) salinity averaged within
regions east of the Luzon Strait (121–127°E, 15–25°N, black curve) and the South China Sea (109–121°E, 3–23°N, blue curve), and the salinity difference between these
two regions averaged in upper 150 m from Argo (red curve). Locations of the Argo floats and two selected areas used for spatial averages are shown in the inset.
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2016. Note that the enhancement in net freshwater loss and enhancement in horizontal salt transport
are mainly caused by reduced precipitation (Figures 5c and 5d) and Luzon Strait transport, respectively
(Figure 5ef). That is, sharp fall in precipitation and enhanced Luzon Strait transport dominated the
current intense salinification.

4. Conclusion

A significant salinification is taking place in the SCS starting from late 2012 to the present, as seen in
Aquarius/SMAP and Argo float data. The temperature, in contrast, exhibits no significant change. The salini-
fication is strongest in the near-surface waters, of which the salinity increases from aminimum of 32.98 psu in
September 2012 to a maximum of 34.30 psu in March 2016. The salinification signal spreads from the near-
surface downward to 150 m, weakening sharply below the mixed layer.

The salinification is mainly associated with switches in the PDO from negative to positive phase from late
2012 to the present. A high correlation coefficient between the SSS and PDO confirms the major effect of
the PDO on this salinification. The composite freshwater and horizontal circulation in negative and positive
PDO phases shows that the SCS lost much more freshwater (dominated by reduced precipitation) and
received more high-salinity water transported through the Luzon Strait in positive PDO phases than in nega-
tive phases. Changes of the freshwater fluxes and the horizontal circulation further show the increase in
freshwater loss and salty water intrusion from 2012 to the present.

To better understand the causes of this salinification, we used a budget analysis that shows the combined
contribution of surface freshwater forcing and the horizontal advection term. The combined contribution
explains the most of the salinification, with exception for some heavy rain months, such as in October
2016 (Figure S8). Further studies and more data are needed to understand these events.

After a freshening period that lasted 20 years (1993–2012), we are particularly interested in whether the sal-
inification that has been occurring since 2012 will continue in the future. Will the salinity continue to increase
until it reaches at least the previous maximum observed in 1992? Another question that needs further study
is the combined effect of a strong El Niño in a positive PDO phase on the salinity increase in the SCS. To
answer such questions, we need to focus on subsequent observations, especially from Argo floats and from
new salinity satellites.

Figure 6. (a) Spatial average of surface freshwater forcing term (blue, psu/yr) and horizontal advection term in the upper 150 m (red) during 2012 to June 2017.
(b) Changes of the upper 150 m salinity (magenta), and the sum of the freshwater term and horizontal advection term (black).
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